ZEBULON INNOVATIONS APPOINTS NEW CNG & LPG INSTALLER AND DEALER IN HOUSTON,
TEXAS
- Installer converts CNG Vehicles and Builds CNG Stations in Houston DES MOINES, IA — February 2, 2014 — Zebulon Innovations, the Exclusive North American Distributor
of Zavoli compressed natural gas (CNG) and liquid petroleum gas (LPG) conversion systems today
announced the appointment of Houston-based Capital Ingenuity as a dealer/installer center of Zavoli's bifuel CNG and LPG conversion systems.
“The addition of Capital Ingenuity provides a company that is deeply involved in the benefits of CNG for
the end consumer. Capital Ingenuity not only provides high quality vehicle conversions, but also builds
and operates CNG stations. They are all in as it relates to CNG! "We applaud the decision by Capital
Ingenuity to aggressively enter the CNG conversion kit market to retrofit U.S. automobiles to operate on
North America's cleaner burning, lower cost, domestic fuel" said Lee Nelson, Chief Technology Officer of
Zebulon Innovations.
Zebulon Innovations is accelerating its dealer/installer network throughout the United States and Canada
since receiving numerous EPA approvals for Zavoli's conversion kit technology for a widely operated line
of vehicle types. The company expects to obtain EPA approval for additional engine groups to address
the anticipated increasing demand from fleets that desire to operate on either CNG or LPG.
About Capital Ingenuity
Capital Ingenuity, LLC is involved in multiple facets of the CNG industry including, CNG bi-fuel and
dedicated vehicle conversions, CNG vehicle sales, science and engineering and convenience stores
which sell both CNG and LPG to the public. Capital CNG is unique from its competition in that it offers
options to both convert and fuel vehicles which operate using natural gas at the same location. In addition
to offering customers a Natural Gas filling option; its properties also offer dispensers for gasoline, diesel,
as well as feature a clean and friendly convenient store. Capital's bi-fuel and dedicated vehicle conversion
and fueling centers are an all in one stop for anyone using natural gas fuel. Capital aims to meet the
needs of natural gas users while promoting the benefits of converting current gasoline vehicles to
alternative fuels. For more information about Capital Ingenuity, you may reference www.CapitalCNG.com.

Zebulon Innovations
Zebulon Innovations was created by U.S. entrepreneurs to identify the world’s best CNG and LPG
products and introduce them to the North American market. Zebulon Innovations provides a full-scale
line-up of CNG and LPG solutions, including Zavoli CNG Conversion Kits, CNG and LPG tanks, a
network of world-class ASE Certified installers and CNG refueling equipment including Bauer
compressors, BRC Fuelmaker compressors and CUBOGAS CNG refueling stations. For more information
about CNG or Zebulon Innovations, you may refer to www.zebgas.com.
Zavoli Srl
Zavoli Srl is an Italian company and subsidiary of Fuel Systems Solutions (NYSE: FSYS) headquartered
in New York, NY. Zavoli is a world leader in the designing and manufacturing proprietary CNG and LPG
bi-fuel systems providing vehicle owners the many benefits of CNG and LPG, abundant, clean and more
economical transportation fuel. For more information about Zavoli, you may reference www.zavoli.com
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